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The paper considers a diffusion evolving in R”. The stochastic differential equations giving the 
same process, but with the time parameter evolving in the negative direction, are obtained under 
a certain integrability hypothesis when the diffusion has a density function on a time varying 
submanifold of Iw”. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of work commenced in [l] and considers a diffusion 
in Iw” given as the solution of a family of stochastic differential equations. The 
problem discussed is to suppose the direction of the time parameter is reversed, 
that is, time evolves in a negative direction and the same diffusion process is observed, 
with the filtration generated by the reversed process. 
There is an extensive literature on time reversal of Markov processes. See [3, 161. 
The Markov property states that past and future are conditionally independent given 
the present state, so the reverse time process is again Markov. However, simple 
examples, (see [16]), show that, for example, the strong Markov property is not 
preserved by time reversal. Consequently, some basic properties are not preserved, 
and for diffusions it is not clear that the reverse time process is again a diffusion. 
This paper gives conditions under which this is so, and in that case derives the 
reverse time stochastic differential equations giving the reverse time diffusion. 
Results of this kind have been obtained by, among others, Lindquist and Picci 
[lo], for the stationary linear case, and by Anderson [ 11, under the assumptions that 
the transition density exists and the associated Kolmogorov equations have unique 
solutions. There is a rather formal derivation, [2], by Castanon, who also assumes 
the transition densities exist. However, there are gaps in Castanon’s work, about 
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which we say more later. The first work containing an approach similar to the 
present paper is the article by It8 [8], where a semimartinagle decomposition of a 
Brownian motion with respect to a reverse time filtration is discussed. This is briefly 
described at the beginning of the next section. 
It is not too difficult, at least formally, to determine the form of the reverse time 
Kolmogorov equations but, as stated above, we consider the more difficult problem 
of obtaining the stochastic differential equation form for the reverse time diffusions. 
We consider the singular case and suppose the diffusion evolves on a submanifold 
of R”, on which it has a density. An integrability condition in terms of this density, 
Hypothesis 4.4, is also required. Following Castanon [Z], we originally claimed that 
Theorem 4.2 established almost sure convergence. We are grateful to Mark Davis 
for pointing out that in fact it proves weak convergence in L’. However, a weakly 
convergent set is bounded, so we were able to dispense with an awkward hypothesis 
used in the first draft of this paper and (using Hypothesis 4.4) obtain the reverse 
time decomposition of Theorem 4.6. 
The first author wishes to thank the Department of Systems Engineering of the 
Australian National University for its warm hospitality and support as a Visiting 
Fellow through June to August, 1983, when this work was carried out. 
2. The forward stochastic system 
To motivate what follows we shall first describe the situation discussed by It6 
[8]. Suppose {B,}, 0s t s T, is a real Brownian motion defined on a probability 
space (0, 3, P) with B. = 0 a.s. Write { 9,;) for the completion of the forward filtration 
a{ B,: 0 c s < t}, and {G,} for the completion of the reverse time filtration a{ B,: t G 
s s T}. The problem treated by It6 is whether {B,} is a semimartingale with respect 
to {G,} for reverse time t running from T to 0. For s s t, E[ B,( G,] = E[B,I B,] = 
(E[B,B,]/E[B:])B,=(s/t)B, andIt&shows that B,=M,+j:B,/udu,where M, is 
a reverse time {G,} martingale. We shall discuss a similar problem for a more general 
diffusion. 
Consider a process xt = (x:, . . . , x:) in R” which is the solution of a Stratronovich 
system of stochastic differential equations with 0 s t G T and with driving processes 
W:, . . . , Wr which are independent Brownian motions on a probability space 
(a, 5, P). At t = 0 we suppose the initial condition x0 is an R”-valued random 
variable which is independent of Wf - Wt for 0 s s c t G T, 1 c k s m. 
The coefficient functions a’, gik are C”, and we suppose they satisfy growth 
conditions of the form xi (ai(x)12+Ci,j (g”‘(x)l’G K2( 1 +/xl’), so that (2.1) has a 
unique solution for each initial condition x 0. Clearly conditions weaker than C” 
would suffice here. Consider the vector fields on t%“: 
A(x)= $ a’(x):, xk(x)= i g’“(x)&, lsksm. 
i=I I i=l I 
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Then, formally, the system can be written: 
dx, = A(x,) dt+ ; X,(x,)od W,. 
k=l 
(2.1) 
Recalling the od W represent Stratonovich integrals, for any C2 function F: R” + R, 
F(x,) = F(x,) + 
I 
’ A(x,)F(x,) ds + : 
I 
f 
xkbdF(+‘dw:. (2.2) 
0 k=l o 
Write L = A + 4 I:=, X’,. Then the It8 integral form of (2.2) is 
F(x,) = F(x,,)+ (X,F)(xs) d%. (2.3) 
Notation 2.1. For 0 s t s T, St will denote the completion of the forward time 
filtration 
a{x,:0~s~c}=a{x,, w*:os:stt). 
G, will denote the completion of the reverse time filtration 
cr{x,: tGs<T}=a{x, w”-w”: t<u<usz-}. 
(This equality may be justified using (4.2) below.) 
3. The augmented Lie algebra 
Consider now an augmented system with state xT = (xs t) E Rn+‘. The associated 
vector fields, now considered as vector fields on UP’, are 
A+; and Xk, lsksm. 
Write H = LA(A+a/at, X,, . . . , xk) for the Lie algebra of vector fields (on II%“+‘), 
generated by A+a/at, X,, . . . , X,. 
Hypothesis 3.1. Suppose H is nonsingular. That is, suppose the dimension of H is 
constant for all x* = (x, t) E liV+‘. This dimension is the rank of H. 
By the global version of Frobenius’ complete integrability theorem, (cf. Hermann 
[7]), there is a maximal connected integral manifold M of H containing x$. If rank 
H = r + 1 then the dimension of M is r + 1. 
Let M, denote the slice of M at constant C. Clark, [4], states that because 
{t = constant} is not an integral manifold of H, M, has dimension r. He proves, 
[4, Proposition 5.11: 
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Theorem 3.2. Zf rank H = r + 1, then M, is an r-dimensional manifold and the process 
x, satisfies 
P(x,E M, for 0s t< T)= 1. 
That is, the process lives on M. 
Remarks 3.3. We now wish to discuss integration over M,. The treatment in Gelfand 
and Shilov [6, p. 2391, will be followed. 
Because the manifold M, is a submanifold of R” there is certainly an immersion 
of M, into R”. Consequently, the Riemann structure of R” pulls back to give a 
Riemann structure on M,, and so a local volume element. (See Loomis and Sternberg 
[l].) This is presumably what D. Elliott [5], means when he talks of the “r- 
dimensional measure induced on M by the (n + 1) dimensional Lebesgue measure”. 
However, following [6], consider a partition of unity of R”, {a E C~(R”)), such 
that in the support U, c R” of a we can suppose (by Frobenius’ Theorem), that 
there is a local coordinate system y = (y,, . . . , y,) such that the set M, n U, is the 
set on which yr+,, . . . , y, are zero. Consequently, using the notation of Gelfand and 
Shilov [6], for cp E C”( U,) the distribution 6( M,) on M, is 
(cp, s(M)) = I cp(xP(M) = I @(Y,, . . . , Y,, 0,. . . 30) dy, . . . dy,. W” R’ 
Here @(Ye,..-,Y,)=cP(Y,,.. . , y,)D(,“) where D(,“) = det(ax,/ay,) is the Jacobian 
determinant of the transformation expressing the x, in the terms of the yY The r-form 
D(;) dy,, . . . , dy, is an expression for the volume element on M, in terms of this 
chart; clearly it transforms using the Jacobian, as in the treatment of Loomis and 
Sternberg [I I]. 
Hypothesis 3.4. Suppose that the probability law of the process x, has a smooth 
density on M,, which is absolutely continuous with respect to the above measure 
induced on M, by the Riemann structure. That is, we suppose there is a C” function 
p(t, x) defined on M, such that the density of the probability law of x, is 
p(t, x)6(M). 
Indeed, in the terminology of Gelfand and Shilov, [6], p. 239, p is called a density 
on M. 
Remark 3.5. The existence of smooth transition densities on M is discussed in D. 
Elliott’s paper [5], where the hypoellipticity of the operator -(a/at) + L is related 
to the nonsingularity of H. 
Lemma 3.6. If Z is a smooth vectorfield on M, then ZS( M,) = 0. 
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Proof. Consider any 4 E CT(Iw”) and a partition of unity {a) as above. Then 
(4. -mW))=C J (@)(x)Z~(M). a w” 
With the above choice of coordinate chart (y,, . . . , y,,) on U,, Z has the form 
z = i b,(Yl,. . . .Y,)$. 
j=l I 
Therefore, 
We immediately see (a/ayj)S(y,+l, . . . , y,) = 0, or, working one step further it equals 
_ jj-, JR. $bj(y,, . . . ) yr)@(y,, . . .Y Ym 0,. . * ’ O)) dyl .. * dyr, 
which is zero because the functions have compact support. Here, @ = (@)D. 
Remarks 3.7. In the terminology of [6], Z6(M,) is a multiplet layer on M,. 
4. Quasimartingale decompositions 
Recall that if f( u), 0 < u < T, is a { G,}-predictable process (in reverse time) such 
that 5: Elf(u)*] dy < 03 then the backward Ita integral is defined by Kunita [9], if 
f is continuous in probability, as 
HereA={s=~,<t,<~~~<t,=t}and 
]A( = mfx Irk+, - fk(. 
The backward Stratonovich integral is defined as 
J +o;lw::= 1’ “-I ’,;,y, _& df($+,) +f(t,)N w;+, - q., 
The two integrals are related by the formula 
J +pa wf: = J lf(u) a w:+gtf; Wk>, -(f; W”),). s 
(The definition of ( ), is similar to (4.5) below.) 
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Note that iffis Markov 5:f(~)oaW’:=IIf(~)odW~. 
Recall from (2.1) that 
I 
I 
A(x,) ds+ : 
I 
f 
x,=x0+ X,(x,)od W;. (4.1) 
0 k=l o 
Our object is to obtain a reverse time Markov representation for x,. As a first step 
we can write, following Castanon [2], 
T T 
&=xT- 
I 
A(x,) ds- f 
I 
Xk(x,)‘d W: 
, k=l , 
and because the integrand is Markov, this is 
=xT+ I’ (-A(x,)) d(-s)+ : 1’ X,(x,)‘dW;. 
T k=l T 
The stochastic integrals here are Stratonovich integrals; the It6 form is 
x,=xT+ ’ (4x,) -: k;, X:(x,)) ds+ 
T 
(4.2) 
However, this is not of the form required because each integral 1: X,(x,) d Wt is 
not a G,-martingale. 
Remarks 4.1. It is at this point that Castanon [2], makes some incompletely justified 
assumptions. He claims that the representation (4.2) describes x, as a G,-semimar- 
tingale, that is, as the sum of a (local) G,-martingale and a process of bounded 
variation, and he then proceeds to determine what he calls the Doob-Meyer 
decomposition of 
(in reverse time). However, the Doob-Meyer decomposition relates to super- 
martingales. The quantity investigated is certainly not a supermartingale. Indeed, 
it is not clear that each term jk X,(x,) d Wr, or even each component Wf of the 
Brownian motion, is a semimartingale with respect to the reverse time filtration G,. 
Under an integrability assumption, Hypothesis 4.4 below, we are able to show below 
that each component Wf is a quasimartingale with respect to the reverse time 
filtration. However, first we investigate a weak limit by adapting a technique of 
Castanon [2]. 
Theorem 4.2. Under the above hypotheses, 
lim h-‘E[Wf-- Wf_+Ix,]=- h+O+ 
divXk+I,(,,.,,, x;;; “, )) (x,) 
, * 
weakly in L’(R”) where the density of the probabilty law ofx, on M, is p( t, x,)8( IV,). 
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Note the right-hand side is independent of any chart because div X, is invariant. (See 
[ill). 
Proof. Consider the reverse time filtration G, and suppose 0 s t - h c t s T. By the 
Markov property, 
E[Wr- W:_,)G,l=E[W:- W~_,,)x,]=Ah(xI), say. 
Consider any 4 E CF(R”). 
E[r#+,)Ah(~,)l= E[6(x,)( w: - w:-,)I = WE[ddxz)( w: - w:-h) 1 xt-hll. 
It8’s formula (see McKean [ 12)) then gives: 
’ @+,)(w:- w:-h,= 
I 
’ 44xs) dW,k+ 
I 
(w,“- w:-h)@&bs) ds 
t-h t-h 
+f ’ C%- Wkh)(Xj4)(Xs) dW{ 
j=l 1-h 
’ + (&4)(x,) ds. 
r-h 
NOW j:_, 4(xs) d WF and each of J:_, ( W,” - wf_h)(xj4) d W: are martingales, and 
so have expectation 0. Therefore, 
E[E[4(x,)( W: - w:-h, lx,-hll 
f 
’ =E ( W’: - W:-,)(L4)(&) ds + 
I 
(X&)(x,) ds . 1 (4.3) I-h r-h 
Now 
( W’: - Wic_J(LMx,) dsl 
r-h 
, 
SK El W,“- W:-,I dsS K 
I 
’ (El W,“- W;_h)2)“2dssKh3’2 
r-h r-h 
where K is a uniform bound for I(Ld)(x)I. 
Dividing (4.3) by h and letting h --f 0+ we see that for all 4 E Cy(W”) 
lim E[+hW’Ahb,)l = E[VW)(x,)l. 
h-O+ 
(4.4) 
We wish to integrate the right-hand side of (4.4) by parts. From hypothesis 3.4 the 
probability law of x, has density p(t, x)6(M,), so 
E[W&)(x)l= W,+, pa(M)). 
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As X, has the expression 
&C(x)= f: gYx)& 
i=l I 
we see that xk is a vector field on M, and 
(&#% Pa(Mt)) = I,. (,i, d”(x)~)~(t, x)6(M). 
I 
Integrating by parts, this is 
=- ig, 1., +(x)-+(x)p(t> X)S(M)) 
I 
=- J cb(x)((div xk)P(t, x)S(M) w” 
+(&P)(x)~(Mt)+P(t, X)xk~(Mt)). 
However, from Lemma 3.6 the distribution X,6(M,) is zero, so 
ti_mo m#Jb,v-‘~h(x,)l 
=- J ddx)((div WP(CxP(M) W” 
+ txkP)(x) 
P(4 x) 
~~v;wIIP(~, x)8(M)) 
+(X,)(diV(X,)(X,)+ IPC,,,,,,,(xkp)(r’ ‘)(xz) 
P(C x,1 
. 
As this holds for all q5 E CF(W”), 
lim h-‘A h(~) = - div & + IP~,,,x~~O 
(xkP)(6 ’ J(x) 
h-O+ > P(CX) ’ 
weakly in L’(R”). 
Note that this formulation is invariant. 
Remarks 4.3. Write 
X:(X) = - div x,(X) + I,,0 
(xkP)(x) 
> P(CX) . 
Then what we should like to conclude from the above calculation is that there is a 
decomposition 
J 
t wf= q- xiXxu)bu) du, T 
where wf is a G, reverse-time martingale, that is, for h > 0, E[ %‘f_,, 1 G,] = I&‘:. 
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We make the following assumption: 
Hypothesis 4.4. For any S > 0, 1 =Z k s m, 
x3x) E L’([S, 7-I x fl), 
that is 
If we adapt the characterization obtained by Stricker in [ 14, Theorem 21, we have 
in the present situation: 
Theorem 4.5. A process {z,}, t E [ 6, T], . IS a reverse time G,-quasimartingale iLf, for h > 0, 
T 
ElE[z,-z,_,,I G,][ dt =0(h). 
6 
Theorem 4.6. Under hypothesis 4.4 the process { Wf} is a reverse time G,-quasimar- 
tingale with a decomposition 
I 
T 
w:= w:+ x:kJ du. (4.5) 
I 
Here {w:} is a reverse time G,-Brownian motion, that is { w:} is a reverse time 
G,-martingale with w”, = W:, and ( wk), - ( %‘“), = t - s. 
Proof. Adding integration to the steps between (4.2) and (4.3) in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 we see that for every 4 E C~(lR”) 
I 
7- 
lim E[4(xtW’Ah(x,)l dt 
h-O+ s 
I 
T 
I 
T 
ZZ 
E[(&f’)(x,)l dt = W$h)x:(x,)l dt. 
s s 
Consequently, if the limit function X:E L’([S, T] x0), we have 
;irT+ h-‘Ah(x,) =x:(x,) 
weakly in L’([S, T] x 0). However, a weakly convergent set is bounded, so 
{h-IAh( is bounded in L’([S, T] ~a). 
That is, jl EIE[ W:- W:_h)Gl]jdt is O(h). 
By Theorem 4.5 { Wf} is a G, quasimartingale with a decomposition 
W:= w:+A,. 
Here { @} is a reverse time G, martingale and {A,} is a G,-predictable process 
of bounded variation. A quasimartingale is the difference of two supermartingales 
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and the variables { Wf}, 6 s t s T, give a process in class D. {A,} is the difference 
of the predictable increasing processes in their Doob-Meyer decompositions and 
so, as in Meyer [ 13, VII T. 291, for each t E [6, T], A, is the weak limit in L’(0) as 
h + 0-t of ,T K’A “(x,,) du. Consequently, for any 0 E L”(a) and t E [a, T], with ( ) 
denoting the inner product between L”(0) and L’(o), 
T 
Xf:du-A, 
I 
= ,=(x:-h-ln”(x,,))du ‘h-‘nh(xJdu-A, 
f 
The limit is zero, because the first ( ) on the right has limit zero as h +O+, 
using weak convergence in L’([ 6, T] x a). Similarly, the second ( ) on the right has 
limit zero as h *O-t, using weak convergence in L’(0). Consequently we have a 
decomposition 
T 
w:= iii:+ 
I 
X:(L) du. 
f 
For S < s < t s T the quadratic variation process 
(W”),-(Wk),=lim i (Wt+,- Wt)‘=lim F (Wt+,-Wt)’ (4.6) 
i=l i=l 
is independent of the filtration, where the limit (in probability) is taken over partitions 
s=t,<t,<.* . < tN = t[s, t]. Consequently, we have that 
( Wk), - ( Wk), = t - s = ( Wk>, - ( Wk),, 
Therefore, { W:} is a reverse time G,-Brownian motion and the Theorem is proved. 
Notation 4.7. The equality A below will indicate the processes are considered in 
reverse time and the stochastic integrals are the corresponding backward stochastic 
integrals. 
Using equations (4.2) and (4.6) we can now write down the reverse time stochastic 
differential equations describing the process. 
Theorem 4.8. For t E IO, T], 
x,LxxT.+ 
I 
’ (A(xs)-i f x:(x,)- t xk(%)d(&)) ds 
T k=l k=l 
x,(x,) a Wf. 
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Here the wf = Wf + [‘, x:(x”) du, 1 s k s m, are the above Brownian motion processes 
for t ~10, T], with respect to thefiltration G,. 
Proof. From (4.2), 
I 
x,=x7+ (A(x,)-; f X’,(x,>> ds+ ; 
T k=l I 
’ X,(x,) d W:. 
k=l T 
Therefore, 
x,&XT+ j-1 (A(G) -t ;, x’,(h) - kz, xktxs),:(xs)) ds 
Remark 4.9. It is trivial to verify that the main result of [l] follows by identifying 
M, with R”. Because we have constructed the reverse time diffusion by showing the 
forward-time trajectories can be described by reverse-time equations, the following 
result, proved using a technique similar to that of Clarke [4], is almost a triviality. 
Lemma 4.10. The process x, remains on M for t evolving in reverse time. 
Proof. Consider any point XT = (x,, s) of the (augmented) forward diffusion. Then 
M, with R”. Because we have constructed the reverse time diffusion by showing the 
(Yl, . . . , Y,+J in Rn+‘, with domain U containing xz, such that the sets on which 
Yr+l, . . ., y,+, are constant are the integral manifolds of H in U. Therefore, 
A(Y,+j(xT)) =O, xk(yr+,(x?)) =Ov ISjGn-r+l, 
fortssandx*in U. I 
Consequently, on U, for r + I< i C n + 1, 
k=l 
+ f Xk(Yi(xT)) d G’: = 0. 
k=l 
k=l 
That is, on U, y,+,, . . . , yn+, stay constant along XT for the reverse time flow, and 
so the process remains on M. 
Remark 4.11. It might be hoped that the local formulation used in the above Lemma 
would indicate how the methods of [l] could be adapted to the present situation. 
For example, on the open set U c R”+’ the coordinates yr+,, . . . , y,+, of the local 
coordinate system are constant along the trajectories XT, and, in the forward-time 
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direction, the coordinates yir 1 s is r, satisfy 
dY,(XT)’ L(yi(XT)) dt+ ?I Xk(yi(XT)) dW:v 
k=l 
where the stochastic integrals are It6 integrals. Write y*(x) for the components 
(y,(x), . . . , Y,(X)). The coefficients L and & above are, in general, only defined for 
9 in the image V = j( U) of U. 
The method of [I] assumes the Kolmogorov equations have unique solutions, 
and at time t the density function p(r, x) is concentrated on the slice M,. 
Unfortunately, because M, is not, in general, time invariant it is not clear what form 
the Kolmogorov equations, or even their local forms on V, should take. Consequently 
this approach does not appear too promising in the present situation. 
Linear systems 4.12. Consider, for 0 G t s T, the linear system 
dx=Axdt+BdW. 
Here again x E R”, W, = ( W), . . . , WY) is an m-dimensional Brownian motion and 
A and B are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. The initial condition is 
a gaussian random variable x0 independent of W,, t > 0, and of zero mean, so 
I 
I 
x, = e*‘x,,+ eA(r-S’B d W,. (4.7) 
0 
Suppose rank (B, AB, . . . , A”-‘B) = r; then we see from (4.7) that x, lies on a 
moving r-dimensional hyperplane M, which passes through eA’xO. The covariance 
of x, is given by 
cov x, = P( t) = PO + eA$BB* eAT ds. 
Write P( t)# for the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse and p(t) for the determinant 
of the restriction of P(t) to M,. Then the density function of the probability law of 
x, on the hyperplane M, is given by 
1 
P(r, x) = (2r),/2~(t) exp(-fx*P(r)#x). 
The Hypothesis 4.4 is satisfied and the reverse time Brownian motion is then w,, 
where 
d w, = d W, - B* P( t)#x, dt. 
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